INTRODUCTION
Scheduling problem is a classical Operational Research problem which widely exists in reality. A general viewpoint of scheduling problem is to assign tasks to a set of restricted resources to meet one or more optimized objects. The first applying scheduling problem to manufacturing area appears in the 1950s since Johnson solved the flow shop problem with two machines [1] . Job shop scheduling problem (JSSP) is well known to be non-polynomial hard (NP-hard) combinational optimization problem and various methods for solving JSSP including dispatching rules, local search (Simulated Annealing, Tabu-Search), genetic algorithm (GA), neighborhood search and etc. [2] .
In most really world environments, real time and unexpected events may cause a change during the production after a schedule and the initial schedule may turn infeasible.
Mainly disturbance events mentioned in most researches include machine breakdowns, new job arrivals, due date changes, etc. [3] . In consideration of these events, JSSP shifts to a more pragmatic problem which is called dynamic job shop scheduling problem (DJSSP).
In DJSSP, the spontaneous events not only able to make the schedule infeasible, but also can destroy the schedule's performance. Hence, it is necessary to adapt rescheduling strategies to guarantee scheduling against disability.
Rescheduling, also named dynamic scheduling, is a process of repairing an initial scheduling or restarting a new scheduling to respond to disturbances avoiding scheduling performance degradation [4] .
In order to process dynamic events related to DJSSP, this paper develops a scheduling control architecture. In this architecture, an improved genetic algorithm (IGA) is developed to generate a near-optional solution. Two kinds of rescheduling strategies [5] , full rescheduling and partial scheduling repairing are utilized selectively according to the type of appearing events. An ontology module is created to update the status of manufacturing system. This paper is organized as following. In section II, a view of recent works of DJSSP is given. The improved genetic algorithm (IGA) and ontology model are argued in section III.
Experimental test and simulation results are discussed in section IV. Finally, some conclusions and future works are shown in section V.
II. RELATED WORKS
As DJSSP is a typical NP-hard problem, it is hard to find an optimal solution within reasonable acceptable time due to the fast growing complexities of manufacturing environments.
Thus, mathematical techniques as Mixed Integer Lear
Programming (MILP) [6] and Integer Lear Programming (ILP) [7] can give optimal solutions, the process takes longer than we can tolerate to schedule complex production tasks.
Meta-heuristics (Tabu-Search, Genetic Algorithm, etc.) have good performance for searching near-optimal solutions within an acceptable computational time. Researchers revise, improve or incorporate these searching algorithms to solve various manufacturing scheduling problems. Paper [8] used variable neighborhood search (NVS) method to restart a schedule at any rescheduling point to response to dynamic events. Dynamic events which is studied in this paper are random arrival jobs and machine failures. Whenever a dynamic event happens, it triggers the system to generate a static problem, then this problem is fed to the NVS to produce a new schedule. Aim to deal with dynamic events in DJSSP, paper [9] incorporated the traditional GA with partial repair strategy. The results indicated the effectivity of the proposed improved GA to response to disturbances.
Compared with other scheduling methods, dispatching rules have low computational complexity and easy to implement. However, dispatching rules are too shortsighted as they make decisions locally [5] . Paper [10] presented a set of experimental groups to verify which dispatching rule has a better performance both in static and dynamic environments under a certain condition. This experiment can help to select suitable dispatching rules to improve the efficiency of scheduling.
Paper [11] utilized ontology technology and problem solving method (PSM) to model and solve scheduling problem.
The schedule efficiency and stability was validated and the new full rescheduling (FR) was good when new job arrived as it could hold most operations compared to initial schedule.
III. PROPESED SCHEDULING METHOD FOR DFJSSP

A. The improved genetic algorithm (IGA) design
As validated in quite a few papers, GA is considered as an effective global optimization search method for solving DFJSSP [12, 13] . This section will describe the detail optimizing procedures for solving the DFJSSP. The process of IGA proposed in this paper is shown in Fig. 1 . The implementation process mainly includes the following aspects.
1) Encoding: This paper chooses the operation-based encoding method as the basic encoding method. Comparing with other encoding methods, the operation-based encoding method has the following advantages: (1) this method is easy to encode and decode; (2) it is obvious to know the allocation of jobs at the parallel machine stage.
2) Initial population: We use two ways to generate the initial population in order to keep population diversity and enhance the quality of the initial population. The methods to initialize populations are as follows. a) 50 percent individuals using stochastic method: generate these individuals randomly. 3) Fitness function: It is the role of fitness function to evaluate the quality of individuals. The optimal objective function of this paper is defined to simultaneously minimize maximum completed time (cmax) and mean waiting time for the total jobs to be scheduled. We use the weighted sum method to combine the bi-objective problem into a single objective optimization problem by defining a user-supplied parameter 1 , whose value represents the weight of the cmax, and parameter 2 , whose value represents the weight of the mean waiting time of the jobs. 
4) Selection and elitism strategy: The goal of selection is to choose better parents for crossover and mutation ahead. The roulette wheel selection method [14] is used, the better individuals (the criterion for individuals is the value of fitness function) have higher probability to be chosen. We use an elitism strategy to reserve the first 20% individuals in each generations.
5) Genetic operators:
The basic genetic operators used in GA are: crossover and mutation [15] . In order to obtain feasible offspring from the chosen parents and reserve parents' good genes to offspring, this paper uses an improved order-based crossover method. 1 5 2 4 -1 5 1 3].
6) Terminal conditions:
The algorithm stops running until evoluting reaches the maximum number of generations.
B. Event module design
An event driven rescheduling should execute in order to ensure efficient scheduling of manufacturing system among dynamic event arrives. When new job arrives at time t, a dynamic job arrival event is generated, all the unfinished operations will reschedule with new job. When a machine break downs during the production process, a dynamic machine failure event is generated, a partial rescheduling is driven to transfer unprocessed operations to other machines who have Table I shows product types and respective processing times at different stages.
First of all, the effectiveness of IGA proposed in this paper is verified by conducting an off-line experimental comparison.
The basic setting of parameters for GA in the scheduling algorithm is that the population size is 40, max generation equals 200, crossover operator equals 0.9 and mutation Another experiment is implemented with perturbation. In this scenario, machine 1_1 break downs at t = 10s, it remains unavailable until the end of production. Furthermore, for the optimal object, the current method just applies a weighted sum method of makespan and mean waiting time, it is a subjective preference in searching near-optimal solutions. Further modifications on it can be done by utilizing a multi-objective optimal algorithm.
